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OUR CANOPIES 
Beekman offers a comprehensive range of bakkie canopies 
for most makes of vehicles – with products for leisure, 
commercial and industrial applications.
Beekman’s superior quality canopy, services and products 
are designed with the strength, durability and design 
features catered for all markets.

Beekman is the only locally manufactured fibreglass 
canopy with ISO 9001 Accreditation for strict design and 
manufacturing quality standards.
It means a Beekman bakkie canopy is built better, lasts 
longer and is made to suit your needs.

QUALITY FIBREGLASS CANOPIES THAT OFFER STYLE, STRENGTH AND DURABILITY.

EXPERIENCE LIFE WITH STYLE
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OUR SERVICES
Pepboys Automotive source and supply new and 
used parts from all over the country, we 
specialize in Genuine and Pirate Parts for all 
manufacturers. We supply major Panel Beaters 
all around JHB we collect and deliver. We also 
outsource Airbag Repairs and supply new as well.
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PEPBOYS
Nudge Bars, Roll Bars, 
Bull Bars, Side Steps, 

Bumper replacements

PEPBOYS
Nudge Bars, Roll Bars, 
Bull Bars, Side Steps, 

Bumper replacements

All that we already offer in house we do ON SITE with our Pepboys Mobile Rubberising teams. 
We travel far and near to vehicle that are still being repaired and are not roadworthy to big truck 
bodies and containers on site.
Pepboys Mobile rubberising can go anywhere any time giving you the convenience that suits you 
and your business or private vehicles and rubberising work.
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Pepboys Automotive provides the widest variety of 
Nudge Bars, Roll Bars, Bull Bars, Side Steps, 
Bumper replacements to name a few, for almost all 
current models of  bakkies in South Africa.
We stock a wide range supplier products such as: 
Artav, Sycor, Kilber, Maxe among a few.

03 We are  a Matrix Vehicle Tracking fitment centre with mobile units and on site units.



The Roll-Top has been 
designed to meet any demand 
that the load-bin might have, 

and is an attractive 
alternative to standard 

load-bin covers.

With security as a focus, the Roll-Top is 
made from strong, secure and lightweight 

aluminium with a specialised locking 
system that allows for complete safety of 

goods in the load bin. 

Rolling up completely to allow for the full 
use of the load bin, or extended with a 
canopy on top, the Roll-Top does not 
restrict the capacity of the load bin.
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Let`See What We Do?

A robust aluminium roller 
shutter load-body cover

At Pepboys we pride ourselves on 
being one of the fastest and most 

responsive providers of car 
windscreen repair and windshield 
replacement around Gauteng. Our 

windscreen fitters specialise in 
windows for all makes and models.

Whether you need remove and refit 
teams or require a complete 

windshield replacement, you can rely 
on our windscreen repair specialist to 

provide prompt assistance, great 
pricing and quality workmanship.

The Securi-Lid, a robust aluminium roller shutter load-body 
cover, makes your hard-working vehicle more versatile. It’s a 
quick and easy way to lock away your load without 
compromising your bakkie’s good looks.

Strength, durability and cost-effectiveness make the 
Securi-Lid the ideal solution to covering your bakkie's load.



4513 Duck Creek Road, 
California 94066
www.companyname.com

Call now! +123 456 789

Polyurethane bakkie bin linings are an 
increasingly popular bakkie addition. With 
the constant bumping, scraping, scratching 
and general abuse that loading bays are 
under, it’s an important feature and helps 
protect against wear and tear. The spray on 
liner is applied with very little effort and 
provides a permanent tough and water 
resistant ‘skin’ for your loading bay. The 
resilient lining protects your vehicle from 
abrasion, rust and impact damage and will 
increase its resale value.

An increasingly 
popular bakkie 
addition. 

Our Services
The process of protecting the 
loading bay is by rubberising 
it with a hard-wearing and 
enduring polyurethane 
coating that is sprayed onto 
the surface with 
high-pressure equipment to 
form a long-lasting barrier. 
Most commonly applied to 
the load bays of Light to 
heavy commercial vehicles 
(aka bakkies or trucks, if you 
come from America), which 
adds protection against wear, 
erosion, corrosion and light 
impact damage.

BAKKIE 
BIN 
LININGS

Having your load bay rubberised can protect loose goods from shifting around in the back of your bakkie 
as well as allow your beloved pets to have a better grip when being transported around. We coat in varying 
depths, depending on the amount of wear you expect to experience, keeping in mind what you are using 
your bakkie for now and what you could be using it for in the future…future-proofing your bakkie with 
polyurethane coatings, means you can use your bakkie for longer.

We offer rubberising on all makes of trucks and bakkies including Long-wheel base (LWB) vehicles, double 
cab bakkies and half-tonne bakkies. Ensuring the back of your bakkie is protected and made to last.

All that we already offer in house we do ON SITE with our Pepboys Mobile Rubberising teams. 
We travel far and near to vehicle that are still being repaired and are not roadworthy to big truck 
bodies and containers on site.
Pepboys Mobile rubberising can go anywhere any time giving you the convenience that suits you 
and your business or private vehicles and rubberising work.
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We are  a Matrix Vehicle Tracking fitment centre with mobile units and on site units.
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